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I. INTRODUCTION

The Lie algebra gl^ and its completion and central extension a^ 1>2 play an impor-

tant role in several branches of mathematics and physics. These algebras are of interest

as examples of Kac-Moody Lie algebras of infinite type 1>3~5. They have applications in

the theory of nonlinear equations6, string theory, two-dimensional statistical models7.

One of us (T.P.) studies new quantum statistics, based on the above algebras (see Ex-

ample 2 in Ref. 8 and the references therein), leading to local currents9 for what are

called A—spinor fields. It is natural to expect that the deformations of these algebras

and their representations may prove useful too.

The quantum analogues of gloo and aoo in the sense of Drinfeld10, namely Uh(gloo)

and Uh(a>oo), were worked out by Levendorskii and Soibelman11. These authors have

constructed a class of highest weight irreducible representations, writing down explicit

expressions for the transformations of the basis under the action of the algebra genera-

tors.

In the present note we announce results on certain highest weight irreducible rep-

resentations (irreps) of Uh(gloo)- The [/^(^/ooj-modules, we study, are labelled by all

possible complex sequences (see the end of the introduction for the notation)

{M} = {Mi}ieZ e C°°, such that M{ - Mj € Z+, Vt < j . (1)

The signatures of the Uh(gloo)-vn-odvles of Levendorskii and Soibehnan11 consist of all

those sequences { M ^ } , s € Z, from (1), for which M\8' = 1, if i < s and M\8' = 0 for

i > s.

Here we use essentially the results of Ref. 12, where a class of highest weight

irreps of gl^ was obtained. The corresponding pZoo-modules are labelled with the same

signatures (1). We show in fact that each Uh(gloo)-modvle with a signature {M} is an

appropriate deformation of a pZoo-module with the same signature. Our results are based

on a proof of a conjecture we did: the replacement of (almost) all number multiples in

the transformation relations of the basis T({M}) with formal power series according to

x - W = j5fr 6 C « , Q = eh/2 (2)

turns the yfoo-module with a signature {M} into a ^(p/ooj-module with the same

signature.

It is certainly not surprising that such a conjecture holds, because it takes place for

all finite- dimensional irreps of Uh(gl(n))13 and of the superalgebras Uh(gl(n/1)), n G



N14 , if they are written in a Gel'fand-Zetlin basis, and also for all essentially typical

representations of the.superalgebras Uh(gl(n/m))15. On the other hand, counter exam-

ples are also available16. We see our main contribution to be in the nontrivial proof of

the conjecture, not in its formulation.

Throughout the paper we use the notation (most of them standard):

N - all positive integers;

Z + - all non-negative integers;

Z - all integers;

Q - all rational numbers;

C - all complex numbers;

C[[h]] - the ring of all formal power series in h over C;

F({M}) - the C-basis of a module with a signature {M};

q = ehl2.

II. THE ALGEBRA

Following Ref. 11 we recall the definition of Uh(gloo)- It is the Hopf algebra, which

is a topologically free module over C[[h]] (complete in /i-adic topology), with generators

{Ei,Fi,Hi}iez, the Chevalley generators, and

1. Cartan relations:
[H^H,] =0,

2. .E-Serre relations:

EiEj = EjEi if | t - j |

? = 0, (4)

i - (q + q-l)Ei+lEiEi+1 + EiE2
i+l = 0.

3. .F-Serre relations:

FiFj=FjFi if | i - j | # l ,

- (q + q-^FiFi+xFi + F i+1F? = 0, (5)

t - (q + «-1)F4+iF,*l+1 + FiF?+1 = 0.
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A counity e, a comultiplication A and an antipode S are defined as:

e{Ei) = e{Fi) = e(Ht) = 0,

S(Fi) = -q-'Fi.

Throughout, the tensor products are topological, namely the algebraic tensor products

are replaced with their completion in the h-adic topology.

Note that {Ei, Fit f/i}t€N generate a Hopf subalgebra Uh{glo(oo)) of Uh(gloo)-

I I I . REPRESENTATIONS OF

Let W be a topologically free C[[/i]]-module. We recall that a C[[/i]]- homomor-

phism p : Uh(gloo) —* End W is a representation of Uh(gloo) in W (equivalently, W is

a C/h(̂ ^oo)-naodule) provided p is continuous in the h-adic topology.

We proceed to define the J7/i(<?Zoo)-module V({M}) with a highest weight {M} and

its (topological) basis. The basis F({M}), called a central basis (C-bases), is formally

the same as the one introduced in Ref. 12 for a description of the representations of

gloo. It consists of all C— patterns

Mo, Mx

(M)=
M 03, M13
M02
Mol

(7)
where A; € N, 9 = 0,1. Each such pattern is an ordered collection of complex numbers

Mii2k+e-u VfceN, 0 = 0,1, ie[-9-k+l,k-l] = {-9-k+l,-9-k+2,...,k-l},

(8)
which satisfy the conditions:

(i) there exist N((M)) e N such that

Mii2k+e-i = Mi, Vk>N((M)), 0 = 0 , 1 , i € [-9- k + l,k - 1]; (9)
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Mi+e-i,2k+e-Mi>2k+e-i € Z + , Miy2k+o-i-Mi+9,2k+o e Z+, VA; <= N, 0 = 0,1, i e [l-9-k,k-l\.

(10)

Denote by V0({M}) the free C[[/i]]-module with generators T({M}) and let V({M})

be its completion in the /i-adic topology. V({M}) is a topologically free C[[/i]]-module

with (topological) basis T({M}). In order to give a somewhat more explicit descrip-

tion of V({M}), set V to be the (formal) complex linear envelope of F({M}). Then

Vii)({M}) = V <8>c C[[/i]] and V({M}) consists of all formal power series in h with

coefficients in V:

v = v0 + vih + v2h
2 + . . . (vo,vi,v2,... E V). (11)

End V({M}) is a C[[/i]]-module, consisting of all C[[h]]-linear maps of V({M}). If

a e End V({M}), then

av = avo + (avi)h + (av2)h
2 + — (12)

Therefore the transformation of V({M}) under the action of a € End V({M}) is

completely defined, if a is defined on F({M}).

We pass to turn V({M}) into a Uh(gloo) module. To this end introduce first some

appropriate notation12. Denote by (-W)±{j,P} and (•^)±{/p} *^e patterns obtained from

the C-pattern (M) (7) after the replacements

Mlq - Mlq ± 1, Mjp -* Mjp ± 1, (13)

correspondingly, and let

(-1)" for j = l
1 for j<l, 0(i) = {l £ [ !{0 £[ ! < 0 ' Ui Mij ''[ —1 for j > I

Set moreover

£? = # , JS?f=JSi, t e Z . (15)

Let {p(£?i),p(Fi),p(ifj)}i€z be a collection of C[[/i]]- endomorphisms of V({M}),

defined on any C-pattern (M) €E F({M}), as follows:



, M=O,1 , (16)

(18)

If a pattern from the right-hand side of (17) does not belong to T({M}), i.e., it is not

a C-pattern, then the corresponding term has to be deleted. (The coefficients in front

of all such patterns are undefined, they contain zero multiples in the denominators.

Therefore an equivalent statement is that all terms with zeros in the denominators have

to be removed.) With this convention all coefficients in front of the C—patterns in r.h.s

of (16)-(18) are well defined as elements from C[[/i]].

Proposition 1. The endomorphisms {p(Ei), p(Fi), p(Hi)}iez satisfy Eqs. (3)-(5) with
p(Ei),p(Fi),p(Hi) substituted for Ei,Fi,Hi, respectively.

In the nondeformed case (h —* 0) the above transformation relations define a repre-

sentation ofgloo, if throughout in (16) and (17) the "quantum" brackets [ ] are assumed

to be usual brackets. The nondeformed Eqs. (16)-(18) were derived in Ref. 12 from the

glo(oo) transformation relations of the Gel'fand-Zetlin basis. The derivation was based

on an isomorphism ip of gloo onto 5/0(00), defined as

<P{Eij) ~ 32M+«(»),2|i|+0G')' *»J € Z» (19)

where {jEy}t,jez and {£y}«j€N are the Weyl generators of gl^ and 0/0(00), respec-

tively. In the deformed case (h ^ 0) (p does not define any more an isomorphism of

Uh(gloo) onto Uh(glo(oo)). In fact, we do not know whether Uh(gloo) is isomorphic to its



subalgebra Uh{glo{oo)). The proof of Proposition 1 is based on a direct verification of

the relations (3)-(5). This verification is extremely lengthy and in certain cases highly

nontrivial. The most difficult to check are the last Cartan relations in (3), corresponding

to i = j . In order to show they hold, one has to prove, as an intermediate step, that

the following identities are fulfilled:

[ i_1_k!Li.2k-2-Lj,2k-l-1l Jlj__klLi,2k+l-LI,3k] \\i =ij=l_k'Li'21t-l ~Ll,2kl

j=i~k i=~k n r L | L L

(20)

j =~ k i=~k

i l l ' L i 2 k L j 2 k n L i 2 k - L 2 k 1 l J j [ I L i 2 k + l L l 2 k H L i 2 k + l ~ L l , 2 k + l - 1

We prove these identities (and several others, which are simpler) in a paper to come,

where we extend our results to the completion and central extension Uh{a>oo) of Uh(gloo)-

A (topological) basis {en}n€N in Uh{gloo) w&s given in Ref. 11. Each basis vector

en is an appropriate C[[/i]]-polynomial in the Chevalley generators. The C[[/i]]-span

W[[/i]] of the basis is dense in Uh(gloo)- It consists of all C[[/i]]-polynomials in the

Chevalley generators. Extend the domain of definition of p on W[[/i]] in a natural way:

if p has already been defined on a, 6 G W[[/i]], then set

, p(ab) = p(a)p(b), a,&€W[[fc]], a,peC[[h]]. (22)
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Denote by U(gloo) the C—linear span of the basis. Clearly U(gloo) C W[[/i]] and

therefore p is defined on U{gloo). Uh{gl<x>) consists of all elements of the form

oo

t=0

For any i, according to (11),

), aijeV. (24)

J=O

Therefore,

oo / oo \ o o / n \
• — — • • — — y ( 2 5 )

t=0 t=0 \j=0 J n=0 \m=0

Using (25), extend p on

p{a) = f>(aOfc* € ^({M}) V a G l/fc(ffZoo). (26)
t=0

Hence p is a well defined map from Uh{gloo) into End V({M}),

P •• CWoo) -» ̂ nd ̂ ({M}). (27)

Let a 6 Uh(gloo)- Then any neighbourhood W(p(a)) of p(o) contains a basic

neighbourhood p(a)+hnEnd V({M}) C W(p(a)). We have in mind the /i-adic topology

both in Uhigloo) and End V({M}). Evidently

p (a + hrUnigloo)) C p(a) + hTEnd V({M}) C W(p(a)) Va G I7fcfoloo). (28)

Therefore p is a continuous map. It satisfies Eq. (22) for any a, b G Uh{gloo) and

a,/? G C[[h]]. Therefore p is a C[[/i]]-homomorphism of Uh{gloo) in End V({M}). We

have obtained the following result.

Proposition 2. The map (27), acting on the C—basis according to Eqs. (16)-(18),

defines a representation of Uh(gloo) in V({M}).

Any C/h(p^oo)-module V({M}) is a highest weight module with respect to the

"Borel" subalgebra N+, consisting of all C[[/^-polynomials of the unity and {Ei}i^z-

The highest weight vector (M), which by definition satisfies the condition p(N+)(M) =

0, corresponds to the one from (7) with

Mi,2k+o-i = Mu VfcGN, 0 = 0,1, ie[-o-k + l,k-l]. (29)
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Moreover, V({M}) = p(Uh{gloo)){M). Since V({M}) contains no other singular vec-

tors, vectors annihilated from p(N+), each V({M}) is an irreducible Uh(gloo)-module.

The proof of the latter follows from the results in Ref. 12 and the observation that each

(deformed) matrix element in the transformation relations (16)-(18) is zero only if the

corresponding nondeformed matrix element vanishes.

We note in conclusion that all our results remain valid for h fi i7rQ, namely in the

case q is a number, which is not a root of 1.
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